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Term: Assertion
Quote: What is the nature of assertion? We have no magnifying-glass that can enlarge

its  features,  and render  them more discernible;  but  in  default  of  such an
instrument we can select for examination a very formal assertion, the features
of which have purposely been rendered very prominent, in order to emphasize
its solemnity. If a man desires to assert anything very solemnly, he takes such
steps as will enable him to go before a magistrate or notary and take a binding
oath to it. Taking an oath is not mainly an event of the nature of a setting forth,
Vorstellung,  or representing. It  is not mere saying, but is doing.  The law, I
believe, calls it an “act.” At any rate, it would be followed by very real effects,
in  case  the  substance  of  what  is  asserted  should  be  proved  untrue.  This
ingredient,  the assuming of responsibility,  which is so prominent in solemn
assertion,  must  be  present  in  every  genuine  assertion.  For  clearly,  every
assertion  involves  an  effort  to  make  the  intended  interpreter  believe  what  is
asserted, to which end a reason for believing it must be furnished. But if a lie
would not endanger the esteem in which the utterer was held, nor otherwise be
apt to entail such real effects as he would avoid, the interpreter would have no
reason to  believe the assertion.  Nobody takes any positive  stock in  those
conventional utterances, such as “I am perfectly delighted to see you,” upon
whose falsehood no punishment at all is visited. At this point, the reader should
call to mind, or, if he does not know it, should make the observations requisite
to convince himself, that even in solitary meditation every judgment is an effort
to press home, upon the self of the immediate future and of the general future,
some truth. It is a genuine assertion, just as the vernacular phrase represents
it; and solitary dialectic is still of the nature of dialogue. Consequently it must
be equally  true  that  here  too  there  is  contained an  element  of  assuming
responsibility, of “taking the consequences.”
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